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Bird’s Eggs 

Eggs from a small bird 
are noticed in a nest. 
This nest is buried in soil 
of a potted plant on a 
porch that is shaded 
somewhere in the Tri-
County Area of Levy 
County, Dixie County or 
Gilchrist County. 
Wildlife is relatively 
plentiful currently in 
some parts of rural 
Florida, however with 
1,000 new residents a 
day and a strong push by 
government to build 

manufacturing business interests, that scene is changing daily. Still, spring is here. 
Birds are making eggs, as are reptiles. Mammals are making babies. Flowers are 
sprouting. Students are on spring break. Some northern visitors are returning to their 
residents away from Florida as time moves toward hurricane season. 
Photos By Jeff M. Hardison © April 16, 2022 at 9:12 a.m. 

Nest Of Eggs Updated 

 

Avid readers of HardisonInk.com know that eggs from a small bird were noticed in a nest 

recently. This nest is buried in soil of a potted plant on a porch that is shaded somewhere in the 

Tri-County Area of Levy County, Dixie County or Gilchrist County. There are six eggs in the nest 

now, and the nest 

appears to have been 

made by a small 

sparrow that visits 

occasionally 

Photo By Sharon Hardison 

© April 21, 2022 at 9:12 

a.m. 
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Sparrows  

Feed  Baby Sparrows 

The photos to right show two frames from the 242 

one-minute videos that were edited to become 128 

videos and then the top half dozen were cut to be 

about a minute and a half. The top photo shows a 

sparrow waiting to launch from a porch siderail to 

a flowerpot where there is a nest with four eggs. 

The next still shot shows a sparrow coming in for 

a fast landing after the few feet of flight from the 

rail to the side of the flowerpot. In this minute 

and a half video there a couple of points showing 

two sparrows performing the feeding routine. 

There is also the short video of a lizard showing 

off his stuff. More videos are being made and 

there may be a point where baby sparrows take 

flight from there home on the porch of The Ink 

Pad in the unrecorded subdivision of Jemlands. 

Click on the photo of the sparrow getting ready to 

take off the see the VIDEO. (The video is better 

than these still shots.) 

Videos By Jeff M. Hardison © May 11, 2022 at 4:12 p.m. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaQdRSUdr4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaQdRSUdr4Q
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Baby Birds 

 

This is a look into the next of 

sparrows, which is where the 

videos were made of the parent 

sparrows feeding their babies, 

and then the babies leaving the 

nest.  

Photo By Sharon Hardison © May 

18, 2022 at 4:12 p.m. 

 

 

 

Baby Birds Leave The Nest 

 
This four-minute video is a condensation of clips taken from 1,000 minutes of viewing two 

parental sparrows raising four baby sparrows from the eggs laid by the mother sparrow in late 

April or early May of 2022. The nest was built in a flowerpot on the front porch of The Ink Pad 

in the unrecorded subdivision of Jemlands, in the unincorporated part of Levy County 

generally between Chiefland and Cedar Key. Jeff Hardison and his talented and lovely wife 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRYYQuMXG7s
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Sharon Hardison worked for several hours reducing the volume of video clips to this four-

minute video. The first minute and a half is babies being fed, with some other activity. Other 

birds are heard singing and squirrels are barking. At one point, a sparrow puts one of the two 

bugs she was going to feed her babies. The final two and a half minutes of various clips is baby 

birds chirping, parents tweeting, and neighboring birds voicing their happiness with spring. 

Crickets and other insects and animals make sounds, too. The final clip is after the babies have 

left the nest and the parental sparrows have put dirt back over that space where the nest once 

existed. A very green lizard walks bravely along a rail, where parental birds were using to 

launch from as they flew to the flowerpot and nest to conclude the video clips. 

Click on the PHOTO above to see and listen to the video. 

Photo and Video By Jeff and Sharon Hardison © May 18, 2022 at 4:12 p.m. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRYYQuMXG7s

